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INTRODUCING THE NEWEST LUXURY RESORT AND
P R I VAT E R E S I D E N C E C L U B I N T H E C A R I B B E A N .
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Grenada

the spice isle

Blessed with perfect year-round weather and encompassing
a little over 130 square miles of deeply fertile soil, Grenada is
known as “The Spice Isle” for its cultivation of a wide variety of
spices including nutmeg and cinnamon. Your day can be filled
with the exciting adventures you will have exploring the island’s
verdant rain forests, visiting deserted islands, touring local
plantations, tubing down its mountain rivers, snorkeling its
world famous coral reefs, deep sea fishing and diving on sunken
ships, and enjoying its vibrant nightlife and festivals.
Grenada is where all that you have worked for at last enables you
to enjoy all that life has to offer.
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St. George’s
the capital
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Walk the charming streets of St. Georges, visit the bustling
markets and join in the many local and international festivals.
You will quickly see why Grenada has the reputation as one of
the safest and most serene of Caribbean destinations.
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What is ‘The Point’ of being a
success if you don’t live life to its
fullest?

Grenada is one of the most beautiful islands in the
Caribbean and Petite Calivigny is probably the most
spectacular location on the island.
This is where construction is currently underway to
create a world-class, one-of-a-kind, resort complex
that is comprised of over 100 units including luxury
villas, condominiums, bungalows and suites that will
offer our clients an upscale environment for the vacation
experiences of a lifetime.
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the same superior architectural
aesthetic. So everywhere you look,
all you see is a stunningly beautiful
community.
We’ve put too much effort and
thought into our beautifully designed
condominiums and villas to allow

The Point at Petite Calivigny
A 5-STAR RESORT AND PRIVATE RESIDENCE CLUB

for anything that detracts from
their architectural integrity. Our
strict enforcement of architectural
standards translates into a
consistent, elegant and beautiful
residential community, year after
year.

This world-class, one-of-a-kind,

every class of vacationer from party-

accommodation options from exquisite

luxury resort and private residence

oriented singles, whose tastes go beyond

Villas and spectacular Terraced Suites,

club is located on it’s own little corner

Ibiza, couples seeking a do-not-disturb

which are adjacent to beautiful free-form

of paradise. The lush, totally private

romantic getaway, yoga practitioners

swimming pools and are perfect for

grounds slope down to a pristine white

yearning for a Caribbean retreat or

lounging or entertaining, to spacious

sand beach and a modern deep-water

high-energy families looking for fun

Seaside Rooms that are steps from the

marine facility that is designed to appeal

in an endless sun and the latest water

beach where guests can be lulled to sleep

to affluent and discerning individuals.

sport toys afloat. The entire resort is a

by the sounds of waves gently lapping the

playground for “kids” of all ages.

shore.

westward-facing seascape that

The one thing they will all share is an

By offering a unique mix of cutting-edge

guarantees spectacular sunsets every

appreciation for the finer things of

design and a passion for food, fashion,

evening. Virtually everywhere you

life and an expectation of a once-in-a

music and entertainment, the creators of

turn are spectacular views, including

lifetime vacation experience.

The Point are totally committed to

The entire resort enjoys a 180 degree

Calivigny Island, Hog Island, and the

creating a resort that will become THE

marine sanctuary of Woburn Bay. Yet as

The Point guarantees that no one will be

Caribbean resort destination of choice

secluded as The Point is only 15 minutes

disappointed.

from the first moment it opens it’s doors

from Maurice Bishop International

to the world.

Airport — serviced by major carriers

The Point will provide a range

from North and South America, Europe

of exquisite dining options with

and the Caribbean.

international menus , over-the-top
service, stylish intimate bars and

The Point at Petite Calivigny will be

hideaway environments. “The Point”

divided into discreet zones to cater to

will offer an un-surpassed range of

FULL SERVICE CONCIERGE

I N - H O U S E C AT E R I N G

12 Condo Townhouses, each
fully furnished with 2 bedrooms.
4 Villas, each fully furnished with
2 bedrooms.
Gated community with 24 hour
security, CCTV surveillance
system and fenced perimeter.
Turn-key resort management
program
Full-service concierge
In-house catering
Yoga Pavilion
Private Marina and Beach
Two pools serving the
Townhouses and an infinity pool
for each Villa.

YO G A PAV I L I O N
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IT’S AS SECURE AS IT IS BEAUTIFUL.
AND, AS YOU CAN SEE, IT IS
EXTRAORDINARILY BEAUTIFUL.

In spite of the very safe environment, it’s still comforting to know

Security

how much emphasis we place on 24/7 security, most evidenced by
the Gatehouse entrance to The Point at Petite Calivigny, perimeter fencing, development-wide CCTV surveillance system, and a
well-trained security staff.

This is also why our building sites are larger than most, why we’ve
chosen a site with a sloping topography which further separates
the lots, and why our marine facility and beach are exclusively
for the very private use and enjoyment of The Point’s guests and
residents.
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Beau Jardin Townhouses

Beau Jardin at The Point, will consist of twelve
condominiums, each one beautifully designed in the
vernacular of contemporary West Indian architecture, albeit
filled with today’s most modern amenities.
Each condominium will have the look and feel of an individual
home. We’ve situated these beautifully landscaped residences
around a stunning free-form pool and yoga pavilion that
provides an ambiance of privacy akin to living in a small
village.
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Beau Jardin Townhouse
2 B E D R O O M - 2 B AT H R O O M S - 1 , 4 5 0 S Q F T
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The Antibe Villas

The Antibe Villas at The Point will consist of four exquisite
boutique villas. Each villa offers the luxury and quality
you, your family and your success deserves — from your
private swimming pool to the custom windows and doors, to
appliances and fixtures found only in the finest of homes.
We believe that a setting as magnificent as The Point at Petite
Calivigny deserves homes that do justice to their beautiful
surrounding.
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Antibe Villas
3 B E D R O O M - 2 . 5 B AT H R O O M S - 2 , 7 5 5 S Q F T
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Terraced Suites

The Terraced Suites at The Point are designed to give each
of the suites an unobstructed view of the crystal-clear
Caribbean waters. Featuring a large private terrace and highend finishes, each suite gives you the perfect combination of
luxury and comfort.
The beauty of the Caribbean deserves to beheld and we
believe the suites at The Point offer you the perfect vantage
point.

Terraced Suites
1 B E D R O O M - 1 B AT H R O O M - 9 9 0 S Q F T
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Perhaps you’ll find this the
most attractive feature of all:
Our dedication to preserving
the pristine environment
in every aspect of the site’s
development and operation.

The developer of The Point has deep and special ties to
Grenada, having grown up on the island, swimming in its
crystal clear waters, walking on its flawless beaches, and
hiking its lush trails to majestic waterfalls.
His commitment to using environmentally responsible
building materials as well as eco-friendly building
methodologies and practices is rooted in his love for
Grenada’s natural and abundant beauty. So, yes, The
Point offers a truly luxurious lifestyle, but it is one that,
in every important way, is in harmony with its natural
surroundings.

An Incredible Investment
Opportunity
YOUR INVESTMENT IN THE POINT RESORT IS MORE THAN JUST A VERY SMART
THING TO DO WITH YOUR MONEY.
IT’S A BRILLIANT THING TO DO WITH YOUR LIFE.
Fractional ownership is ideal for those
who want to live the Caribbean lifestyle
but are unable to commit the time
each year to justify the investment in
full ownership of one of our luxury
properties. It provides all the privileges
of ownership and membership whilst
limiting your annual running costs
to only the time owned. The Point
community is projected to develop

♦

Vacation Entitlement

When construction is completed for
phase 1 (planned for 2017) you will be
entitled to 5 weeks per year for personal
use of the condo or villa and access to all
the fine dining and recreational facilities
of the resort.
♦

considerably over the coming years,

Professional Property
Management

while local government incentives and

At all times you will have the peace of

legislation mean Grenada has never

mind of knowing that the resort and your

been a more appealing investment

property is being professionally managed

opportunity.

by a reputable 5 star resort management
company. This relieves you of the many

These are the additional benefits that

stresses involved in managing a private

fractional ownership provides:

property yourself from another part of
the world.

♦

Title Deed

Fractional ownership provides you with

♦

Return on Investment

a title deed that reflects your financial

You may also choose to not use your

interest in the resort. As well as being

5 week entitlement. If this is the case,

negotiable at a future date it can also

the property can be rented and you will

be passed on to your children. In this

receive a share of this rental income.

way you will be ensuring a future filled

This can result in a significant return on

with luxury lifestyle vacations for both

investment.

yourself and your family.

WHY FRACTIONAL?
Live the Caribbean lifestyle and
enjoy all the priveleges of ownership
Deeded, freehold ownership
Ownership shares in the property
are fully transferrable, sellable and
willable
External exchange programme
with Preferred Residences® from
Interval International
Access to The Point facilities
Annual scheduled maintenance
programmes, turn-key services
Access to concierge before arrival
and during stay
Discounts on food & beverage
outlets
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GRENADIANS ARE EXTREMELY
CHEERFUL BY NATURE. OR MAYBE IT’S
ALL THAT NATURE OFFERS HERE THAT
MAKES THEM THAT WAY.

the
People
of
Grenada

Grenadians have much to be cheerful about, starting with
their lush island’s spectacular and varied natural beauty that
contributes to Grenada’s reputation as the gem of the West Indies.
Then there’s the consistently lovely, mild weather and trade winds
due to Grenada’s proximity to the equator.
Plus, it’s almost impossible to ever be bored on this island of
gorgeous golden beaches, countless waterfalls in verdant rain
forests and beautiful coral reefs.

So while this is indisputably one of the Caribbean’s most beautiful
places, it is the people of Grenada who truly make it the gem it is.

authorized to release funds for the payment of
all processing, due diligence and application
fees due to the Committee at the time of
submission. Applicants will receive a complete
fee schedule during the application process
and prior to funding the escrow account.
REFUND OF ESCROWED FUNDS:
In the event that the application for
citizenship is rejected, the investment

GRENADA CITIZENSHIP BY
INVESTMENT
Grenada’s Citizenship by Investment Program
(CIP) allows individuals and their families to
obtain citizenship or permanent residence by:
•

•

The application forms must be completed in

capital held in escrow by the escrow agent

Ten (10) current passport size photographs

English and accompanied by the documents

is refunded to the investor. Processing, due

in colour per applicant;

listed immediately above and presented in

diligence, application, local agent and escrow

original form, or, in the case where it is a

agent fees are non-refundable.

Colour copy of ALL passports possessed
(first 3 and last 3 pages of each);

making a payment into the National

Colour copy of ALL current national identity

Transformation Fund; or

cards;

making a payment towards an approved
project in Grenada

Certified copy of marriage and divorce
certificates (if applicable);

It has been re-established by the Citizenshipby-Investment Act, No. 15 of 2013 passed by the

Original Professional and Bank Reference

certified copy as attested by a Notary Public,
it must be authenticated by apostille or its

DUE DILIGENCE CHECKS:

jurisdictional equivalent.

The Committee may engage the services of
an independent individual(s) or a professional

ACCEPTANCE OF FORMS:

organization to conduct due diligence on the

The completed forms will be submitted

applicant and other dependents.

only if they are properly completed, dated,
signed, and accompanied by all the necessary

TIMING:

documents and fees.

Within sixty (60) business days or more from
the submission of a complete application

APPLICATION EXAMINATION:

for Permanent Residence or Citizenship

Once the application and all supporting

by Investment, the Committee shall notify

documents are deemed complete by the local

in writing to the Local Agent on behalf of

agent, and you have satisfied all obligations

the main applicant of the decision made

cants, including family members and business

set by the local agent and escrow agent, the

regarding the application.

partners, must be individually vetted and ap-

completed application is submitted to the

Grenadian parliament. In order to preserve
integrity and value of Grenadian citizenship a
strict protocol has been established in which
application is by invitation only. All appli-

proved by the Government of Grenada.
Interested parties in the Grenada CBI pro-

Registration form for use of Electronic
Signatures
Application Form
Application for Citizenship; (to include if
applicable, Affidavit of Support for each
dependent over the age of 18 except the
spouse, and or Affadavit in Support of

CBI Committee which will conduct its own

APPLICATION APPROVAL:

independent due diligence process.

Following written notification of the approval
of an application, a Certificate will be issued

ESCROW ACCOUNT FUNDING:

confirming Grenadian citizenship. An

Prior to submission of the application

applicant who is granted citizenship will need

and supporting documentation, the full

to take an oath of or affirmation of allegiance

on the Program, the Investment, and to act

investment, processing, due diligence,

in the form contained in the Schedule to

as the liaison between the Investor and the

Education and Employee History

application, local agent and escrow agent

the Citizenship. The new citizen along with

Local Agent and Escrow Agent. The Local

fees must be funded into an escrow account

his/her associated family member(s) and

Agent also acts as Escrow Agent under the

Original Police Certificate and Criminal

at either Scotia Bank (Bank of Nova Scotia),

dependents can immediately apply for a

Records Verification;

RBTT (Royal Bank of Canada) or Republic

Grenadian passport.

be rendered to you. The Marketing Agent may

Original or certified Birth or Adoption Re-

controlled or managed by the developer,

also provide assistance in ensuring accurate

cords; (including documents to support any

marketing agent, nor Government of Grenada

completion of the required forms and sup-

change of name);

and is administered by a CBI licensed Local

gram are required to work through a CBI
licensed Marketing Agent. The role of the
Marketing Agent is to provide information

Program and will provide you with the terms
of their engagement regarding the services to

Dependent-Parent)
Privacy and Information release forms.

Agent and escrow agent.

porting documents which are to be submitted
to the CBI Committee by a Local Agent. In ad-

Medical Health Certification (to include HIV

dition, the Marketing Agent will also provide

test result); and

information pertaining to CBI approved real
estate developments.

Bank Grenada . The escrow account is not

ESCROW PROCESS:
Upon receipt of funds (fees and investment

Statement of Source of Funds form; (to

capital) and on acceptance of all

include financial statements evidencing

documentation required for the application

statement of worth and source of funds);

submission, the escrow agent will be

PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE
REQUIREMENTS MAY BE
CHANGED BY THE GOVERNMENT
OF GRENADA WHICH IS THE SOLE
REGULATOR OF THE CITIZENSHIP
BY INVESTMENT PROGRAM

Grenadian passport holders can travel to the following countries visa-free or visa on arrival.

The Benefits of Grenadian Citizenship

AMERICAS

Suriname

ASIA

Hungary

Anguilla

Trinidad & Tobago

Armenia*

Iceland

Antigua & Barbuda

Turks & Caicos Islands

Bahrain**

Ireland

Argentina

Uruguay

Bangladesh

Isle of Man

Aruba

Venezuela (incl. Margarita Island)

Brunei Darussalam

Italy

Cambodia*

Jersey

Bahamas
Barbados

AFRICA

China

Kosovo

Belize

Ascension

Georgia**

Latvia

Bermuda

Botswana

Hong Kong

Liechtenstein

Bolivia*

Cape Verde*

India**

Lithuania

Individuals who obtain citizenship through

FREEDOM OF TRAVEL

nada’s currency, the East Caribbean dollar

Bonaire

Central African Republic

Indonesia**

Luxembourg

Grenada’s Citizenship by Investment Pro-

Holders of Grenada passports can currently

(XCD), is pegged to the United States dollar

Brazil

Comoros*

Iran*

Malta

gramme are entitled to the same rights as

travel to over 130+ countries and territories

(USD). Lastly, there is duty-free trading in

without the need for a visa or with a visa on

the Caribbean.

British Virgin Islands

Djbouti*

Israel

Monaco

any other Grenadian citizen. These include
the right to live and work in Grenada. In

arrival. These include the United Kingdom

Cayman Islands

Egypt*

Jordan*

Netherlands

HIGHLY REGULATED, MATURE AND

Chile

Gabon**

South Korea

Norway

Union, and important business hubs such as

STABLE FINANCIAL SECTOR

Colombia

Gambia

Laos*

Poland

Singapore and Hong Kong. Grenada is one of

Grenada has seven banks including Scotia

very few nations whose citizens can travel to

Bank and Royal Bank of Canada. It offers a

Costa Rica

Ghana

Macao

Portugal

the People’s Republic of China without first

safe place to deposit funds with attractive

Cuba

Guinea-Bissau*

Malaysia

San Marino

obtaining a visa.

interest rates. There are neither exchange

Curacao

Kenya

Maldives*

Slovakia

Dominica

Lesotho

Nepal*

Slovenia

Dominican Republic

Malawi

Philippines

Spain

Ecuador

Madagascar*

Singapore

Sweden

Falkland Islands

Mauritania*

Sri Lanka**

Switzerland

Guadaloupe

Mauritius

Timor-leste*

United Kingdom

Turkey

Vatican City

addition, because Grenada is a member
of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM),
Grenadian citizens have the right to live in
any other CARICOM member state.

and all other members of the European

The Citizenship by Investment program

controls nor restriction on the inward or

(“CBI”) in Grenada was conceived for dis-

E2 INVESTOR VISA

outward transfer of US dollars. All invest-

cerning global citizens who demand prompt

In addition, the E2 treaty with the United

ments are made and profits/capital gains are

and personal service. The benefit to Grenada

States “Investor Visa” for Grenada citizens

realized in US dollars.

of the CBI program is through increased

allows an approved applicant to operate a

inward investment, employment in the

substantial business and reside full time in

WORLD CLASS UNIVERSITY

services and construction areas, human

the United States and be taxed only on USA

Grenada is also home to St. George’s Uni-

resource training, expansion of the hospi-

sourced income. Read more about the E2

versity, an American medical, veterinary and

Guyana

Mozambique*

Investor Visa

arts & science educational institution. Gre-

Haiti

Namibia

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

EUROPE

OCEANIA

Martinique

Rwanda

Andorra

Cook Islands

tality sectors and technology transfer. The
benefits to the applicant/new investor are:
LIFESTYLE BENEFITS
Grenada offers its citizens social and political security, reinforced by its membership in
the United Nations and the Commonwealth
of Nations. Grenada’s local community is
culturally vibrant, vivacious, and extremely
friendly. Grenada has a long history, and
locals are proud of their national heritage,
which they celebrate throughout the year.
Finally, Grenada is the perfect setting for
both adventure and relaxation: its wildlife
attractions, marine life, and national parks
make it an exciting place to explore, while its
super-yacht marina and pastel towns make
it ideal for strolling and unwinding.

nadian Citizens are entitled to 75% discount
STABLE GOVERNMENT

on tuition fees.

Grenada is an independent state within
the commonwealth of nations with it legal

CITIZENSHIP MOBILITY

Montserrat

Saint Helena

Austria

Fiji

system is based on English Common Law.

Grenada has no restrictions on its citizens

Nicaragua*

Senegal

Belgium

Kiribati

It is a member of the United Nations and its

having dual citizenship.

Panama

Seychelles*

Czech Republic

Federated States of Micronesia

TAX ADVANTAGES IN REAL ESTATE

Peru

Somalia*

Denmark & Faroe Islands

Niue

Non citizens of Grenada wishing to purchase

Saba

Swaziland

Estonia

Palau*

Saint Barthelemy

Tanzania

Finland

Pitcairn Islands

Saint Eustatius

Togo*

France

Samoa

constitution allows for support freedom of
speech and press.
BUSINESS ADVANTAGES OF GRENADIAN

property are required to obtain an Alien

CITIZENSHIP

Landholding License and pay government

Grenada has no foreign income, wealth, gift,

taxes on the acquisition and disposition

inheritance, or capital gains tax. There is no

of more than 25% of the purchase and sale

Saint Kitts & Nevis

Tristan da Cunha

Germany

Solomon Islands*

restriction on the repatriation of profits and

price. Grenadian citizens are exempt from

Saint Lucia

Uganda

Gibraltar

Tonga

imported capital. Generous incentive pack-

such taxes and on disposition of real estate

ages exist including corporate tax incen-

only pay a 5% conveyance tax property.

Saint Martin

Zambia

Greece

Tuvalu

tives, full exemption from import duties, tax

Saint Vincent & the Grenadines

Zimbabwe

Greenland

Vanuatu

relief benefits, and export allowance. Gre-

Sint Maarten

* Visa on Arrival
** E-Visa Required

Guernsey
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DEVELOPMENT TEAM & CONTRACTORS

MARINE ENGINEERING - VOLKER STEVIN LTD:
Volker Stevin are widely regarded as one of the UK’s leading maritime civil engineering contractors and have a well earned reputation for successfully completing
the most technically challenging projects. These include major marine engineering
works such as industrial marine offloading facilities, multi-modal transport hubs and
port/marine infrastructure schemes.

VOLKER STEVIN LTD
The Lancashire Hub, Preston City Park
Bluebell Way, Preston, PR2 5PE
Telephone: +44 (0) 1772 708 620
Fax: +44 (0) 1772 708 621

CIVIL ENGINEERING - KENT CONSTRUCTION LTD:
Kent Construction Limited is one of the civil, commercial and residential
contractors which was established in 1980 and operates from the company’s office
and warehouse complex located at Gibbons Industrial Park, Christ Church BB17101,
Barbados.

KENT CONSTRUCTION LTD
Gibbons Industrial Park
Christ Church, Barbados
Telephone: (246) 428 1900
Fax: (246) 428 2733
Email: akent@kentconstltd.com

DEVELOPER - C&C GRENADINES LTD:
C&C Grenadines Ltd. is a development and project finance company with
significant international and local experience. In Grenada they have completed two
developments including Valley View Heights (residential development in Morne
Jaloux – 72 lots) and Island View Point (Upper Woburn). Internationally, their
many diverse projects include acquisition and refurbishment of a thirty eight unit
apartment building in Prague, Czech Republic (Purchased in a pool of privatized
state owned assets and refurbished to 1a standards) and a residential subdivision
consisting of 482 lots surrounding an 18 hole signature golf course in the Tennessee.

C&C GRENADINES LTD.
Ziad El Shurafa
PO Box 3222 Burns Point
St. Georges Grenada
Telephone: +1 473 415 2727
Email: ziad.elshurafa@ccgrenadines.com

PROJECT SPONSOR - CHRISTOFER ASHBY PhD:
Christofer Ashby PhD is the sole director and shareholder of Chanson D’argent
Holdings Ltd, the company responsible for The Point at Petite Calivigny. Dr. Ashby
has extensive experience in Grenadian property development. The Point at Petite
Calivigny is his fourth development in Grenada.

CHANSON D’ARGENT HOLDINGS LTD
Christofer Ashby
Telephone: 406.4606
E-mail: cashby1220@gmail.com

PROJECT MANAGER - ISLA CONSTRUCTION LTD:
Isla Construction Ltd. offers project management services for the renovation and
construction of residential, commercial, hotels & resorts, and institutional projects.
They are obsessed with quality, value, and efficiency. Their many successful projects
and satisfied clients attest to this commitment.

ISLA CONSTRUCTION LTD
P.O. Box 1439, St. George’s, Grenada, W.I.
Office: +1 473 232.6120
Mobile: +1 473 405.6120
Email: www.islaconstruction.com

ARCHITECT - TREVOR BULLEN (COCOA):
Trevor Bullen and COCOA designs have a distinguished record of creating luxury
spaces that are both beautiful and functional. They are the lead architect firm on The
Point at Petite Calivigny project.

COCOA - CARIBBEAN OFFICE OF
CO-OPERATIVE ARCHITECTURE
St. George’s, Grenada
Trevor Bullen
Telephone: 409-9062

INTERIOR DESIGN - CLIVE DANIEL:
Clive Daniel Home is an interior design company born out of a passion to create
great interior design for residential and commercial clients.

CLIVE DANIEL
2777 Tamiami Trail N, Naples, FL 34103
Telephone: (239) 261 4663
Email: info@clivedaniel.com

Over the past 32 years, the company has established a proud record of on-time and
on-budget completion of projects both large and small. These have included new
primary and secondary government schools, hotels, banks, shopping centres and gas
stations and residences ranging from the luxurious to the modest.
The company is family owned and is now second generation managed by Anthony
J.E. Kent, BSc. Civil Eng.

LEGAL - WILKINSON, WILKINSON & WILKINSON:
Wilkinson, Wilkinson & Wilkinson has remained one of Grenada’s premier legal
chambers for more than 28 years. Ms. Margaret Wilkinson provides The Point at
Petite Calivigny ongoing legal support and counsel in assuring full legal compliance.

WILKINSON, WILKINSON & WILKINSON
Lucas Street, St. George’s, Grenada
Margaret Wilkinson
Senior Partner, Attorney-At-Law
Telephone: 440-3578

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS - JOHN C FRANCIS & ASSOCIATES:
For more than twenty five years, John C Francis & Associates Ltd. (JFCA) has
relentlessly pursued the highest possible quality of service in engineering. Based in
St. Lucia, JFCA provides design services to architects, contractors and developers
in Saint Lucia and the Caribbean. Their engineering team consists of a uniquely
qualified and dedicated group of mechanical and electrical engineers and technicians
who are all leaders in their field and whose sole purpose is to exceed customer
expectations by executing quality design, contracting and construction services in a
timely and thorough manner.

JOHN C FRANCIS ASSOCIATES
The Accela Building
Coral Avenue
Edgewater
Gros Islet
P.O. Box 1085 Castries
West Indies
Telephone: 1-758-450-9596
Email: john.francis@johncfrancis.com

Their design experts have worked around the world, from Asia to the Caribbean,
the USA to the UK, and understand the regional complexities in design, materials
selection and installation. With experienced specialists in space planning, furniture
design, product sourcing, custom manufacturing, shipping, importing and
installation, there is no better partner for this project than the award-winning
experts at Clive Daniel.

The information presented in this brochure is designed to be an overview of the development at The Point at Petite Calivigny and
may be used for information purposes only. All items are subject to modification, change and/or being withdrawn at any time in the
sole discretion of C&C Grenadines LTD.
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MOSCOW
21hr Flight
2-Stops

LONDON

8hr Flight
Non-Stop

BEIJING

25hr Flight
2-Stops

MIAMI

3hr45min Flight
Non-Stop

DUBAI

18 Hour Flight
2-Stops

FLIGHTS

GRENADA

JOHANNESBURG
25hr Flight
2-Stops

Flight times are estimated based on commonly available flights. Actual time may vary.

The island’s main airport, Maurice Bishop
International Airport, is located just 20
minutes from The Point at Petite Calivigny.
The airport accommodates direct international
flights from London, New York, and Miami.
The airport also handles all types of private
jets with a VIP airport arrival and departure
service available upon request.
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the

POINT
at

PETITE CALIVIGNY
The e x t raordinar y Pr ivate R esidence C lub
on Gre nad a’s sp e c t a c u l ar s out her n co ast

THE POINT IS
TO LIVE YOUR LIFE
TO THE FULLEST

1 Welcome Road, PO Box 3222, St. George’s Grenada
info@ccgrenadines.com

